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Negative refraction and omnidirectional total transmission at a planar interface associated
with a uniaxial medium
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The conditions for yielding negative refraction as well as omnidirectional total transmission at planar
interfaces between uniaxial media have been analyzed. It is found that both phenomena can occur at a wide
variety of interfaces associated with uniaxial media. In particular, when certain conditions are satisfied, even an
interface between isotropic and uniaxial media can also exhibit negative refraction and omnidirectional total
transmission, adding considerably to the flexibility in potential device applications.
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The phenomena of reflection and refraction of light at
interface of two transparent media are the underlying mec
nisms that are widely used for steering light in many opti
devices.1 Two phenomena—omnidirectional total reflectio
and omnidirection total refraction, where wave is complet
reflected or transmitted for arbitrary incoming directions
are of particular interest. There has been much discussio
realizations of omnidirectional total reflection~without en-
ergy loss due to refraction!, either by omnidirectional reflec
tor ~see, e.g., Refs. 2–5! or, maybe preferably, by photoni
crystals.6–8 The refraction, however, requires a refractive
dex mismatch, which seems to inevitably result in a fin
reflection loss, except at particular oblique incidence l
Brewster’s angle.1 A question arising naturally is whethe
there exists any type of interface that enables omnidir
tional total transmission without any reflection while bendi
the direction of light propagation—namely, whether wav
can be refracted without reflection, like the reflection cou
terpart on omnidirectional reflectors and photonic crystal

Negative refraction, in which the tangential component
the time-averaged Poynting vector changes sign when
fracted, has recently attracted an increasing amount
attention9–17 due to its implication for realizing so-calle
subwavelength focusing18,19 and many other extraordinar
wave propagation phenomena. Although the achievability
negative refraction in existing metamaterials was on
questioned,20,21 the phenomenon has been examined a
confirmed both experimentally and numerically by ma
researchers13–15after the first experimental observation usi
a metamaterial composed of wires and split ring resonato9

Besides occurring at the interface between a positive~con-
ventional! medium, with both electric permittivitye and
magnetic permeabilitym being positive, and a negative re
fractive index materials, wheree and m are simultaneously
negative,18 negative refraction was also found to take pla
in photonic crystals without a negative refractive index.16,17

In addition, it was also found that negative refraction can
achieved at an interface associated with a uniaxially an
tropic medium with only one of the four parameters ofê and
m̂ tensors being negative.22–24 This leads to the questio
whether negative refraction may arise at interfaces assoc
with a conventional uniaxial medium without any negati
component ofê and m̂.
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An intriguing finding by Zhang and co-workers25 answers
the two questions posed above. They demonstrated ex
mentally that a unique type of interface of a special categ
of twinning structures in uniaxial crystals serves as an
ample for achieving both negative refraction and total tra
mission~refraction without reflection!. In this paper, we will
present a systematic theoretical analysis of the condition
realize negative refraction and omnidirectional total tra
mission at the interfaces associated with conventio
uniaxial media that are readily available. It is found th
negative refraction can be observed over a range of incid
angle at a variety of interfaces between an isotropic med
and a uniaxial medium, as well as between two uniaxial m
dia. Omnidirectional total transmission is by no means li
ited to the interface of twining structures25 either. With a
suitable arrangement of the optical axis of a uniaxial medi
and appropriate tuning of the permittivity of an isotrop
medium, omnidirectional total transmission can also occu
interfaces between isotropic and uniaxial media, adding c
siderably to the flexibility in potential device applications.

The system considered here is a generalization of the
terface of twinning structure studied in Ref. 25. It is an i
terface between two nonmagnetic uniaxial media. The o
cal axes of both uniaxial media are coplanar with the norm
of the interface. In our coordinate system, the planar in
face is in thex-y plane, while the normal of the interface an
both optical axes all lie in thex-z plane, with the interface
normal along thez direction. A schematic plot of the system
is shown in Fig. 1~a!, with uL anduR being angles between
the normal of the interface and the optical axis of t
uniaxial medium on the left-hand side~denoted by subscrip
L) and right-hand side~denoted by subscriptR) of the inter-
face. In the principal coordinate system, the relative perm
tivity tensors are given by

êL(R)
(0) 5S eL(R) 0 0

0 eL(R) 0

0 0 eL(R)8
D ~1!

for the the anisotropic medium on the left- and right-ha
sides of the interface. Here the superscript~0! is used to
imply an expression in the principal coordinate system.
isotropic medium is recovered by settinge5e8 on either
©2004 The American Physical Society02-1
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side. If one setsuR5p2uL , eR5eL andeR85eL8 , the system
reduces to an interface between twinning structures stu
by Zhanget al.,25 hereinafter referred to as the symmet
case.

For an electromagnetic wave with electric fieldE polar-
ized in they direction, the system considered here reduce
the isotropic case with permittivity equal toeL (eR) on the
left- ~right-! hand side of the interface, since in this case
E field is orthogonal to both uniaxes, which is usually know
as the ordinary wave. So in the following we concentrate
the extraordinary wave with theE field in the x-z plane.
Owing to symmetry, we study the case with 0<uL<90° and
0<uR<180°, without loss of generality. For simplicity o
analysis, we limit our discussion to the case with incide
wave vectork i confined in thex-z plane.

Let us first focus on the problem of negative refraction.
analyze the conditions for yielding negative refraction, t
diagram of wave vectork proves convenient.26 In Fig. 1~b!
we show the constant-v contour of the wave vectork for
both incident and transmitted waves for an example of p
tive uniaxial media (eL(R)8 .eL(R)). The constant-v contour
(k surfaces! for both incident and transmitted waves are
lipses described by the dispersion relations

FIG. 1. ~a! A schematic plot of interface between uniaxial med
and their optical axes. The time averaged Poynting vectorsSi , Sr ,
andSt , together with the wave vectorsk i , kr , andkt , correspond
to those shown in~b! and show an example of negative refraction
interfaces withSix.0 andStx,0. ~b! Diagram of the wave vectors
of the incident, reflected, and transmitted extraordinary waves
an interface between two positive uniaxial media. The wave ve
surfaces resemble ellipses. Also shown are examples of the t
averaged Poynting vectorsSi , Sr , andSt and the wave vectorsk i ,
kr , andkt , for incident, reflected, and transmitted waves. See
for the description of pointsA, B, andC.
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~kixcosuL2kizsinuL!2

eL8
1

~kixsinuL1kizcosuL!2

eL
5

v2

c2
,

~ktxcosuR2ktzsinuR!2

eR8
1

~ktxsinuR1ktzcosuR!2

eR
5

v2

c2
,

~2!

wherev is the circular frequency,c is the speed of light in
vacuum, andkix andkiz (ktx andktz) are, respectively, thex
andz components of the wave vectors for incident~transmit-
ted! wave. For simplicity, hereinafter we set the wave vec
in vacuumv/c51.

For a lossless medium, at any point on thek surface, the
direction of the time-averaged Poynting vector, which d
fines the direction of the propagation of light, is normal
the surface at that point.26 In Fig. 1~b!, the time-averaged
Poynting vectors for incident, reflected, and transmit
waves, denoted, respectively, bySi , Sr , andSt , are shown
together with the corresponding wave vectorsk i , kr , and
kt . Here the subscriptsi, r, and t represent the incident
reflected and transmitted waves, respectively. LetAi (Ci)
denote the point at thek surface for incident waves which
satisfies]kix /]kiz50 andkix,0 (kix.0) andBi stand for
the point where]kiz /]kix50 andkiz.0, as shown in Fig.
1~b!. PointsAt , Bt , andCt are defined in the same way a
Ai , Bi , andCi , except they refer to thek surface for trans-
mitted waves. A propagating incident~transmitted! wave
vector should lie on the arc that goes fromAi (At) anticlock-
wise toCi (Ct) such thatSiz.0 (Stz.0), whereSiz (Stz) is
the z component ofSi (St). Because pointBi satisfies
]kiz /]kix50, if k i lies on pointBi , then Six50 @see Fig.
1~b!#. HereSix is the x component ofSi . In addition, if k i
lies on the arc between pointsAi and Bi , then one hasSix
,0, as can be seen from Fig. 1~b!. In other words, an inci-
dent wave with wave vectork i satisfying

kAix
,kix,kBix

~3!

hasSix,0, wherekBix
(kAix

) denotes thex component of the

wave vectork at pointBi (Ai) on the incidentk surface. Vice
versa, ifk i locates on the arc betweenBi andCi , as shown
in Fig. 1~b!, thenSix.0; namely,

kBix
,kix,kCix

~4!

leads toSix.0. A similar analysis applies to transmitte
waves. Explicitly,

kAtx
,ktx,kBtx

~5!

guaranteesStx,0 and

kBtx
,ktx,kCtx

~6!

results inStx.0. HerekAtx
, kBtx

, etc., arex components of

k at corresponding points.Stx is thex component ofSt . The
lower @upper# bound of ~5! @~6!# is to eliminate the occur-
rence of evanescent waves due to the total internal reflec
at the interface.
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At the interface, the tangential component of thek vector
is continuous—namely,ktx5kix—so one concludes that th
negative refraction, which is manifested bySixStx,0, can be
achieved by requiring

kAix
,kix,kBix

, ~7a!

kBtx
,kix,kCtx

~7b!

or

kBix
,kix,kCix

, ~7c!

kAtx
,kix,kBtx

, ~7d!

where Eq.~7a! yields negativeSix and Eq.~7b! implies posi-
tive Stx , whereas Eq.~7c! leads toSix.0 and Eq.~7d! gives
rise toStx,0. Figures 1~a! and 1~b! show a case when Eqs
~7c! and ~7d! are satisfied. A negative refraction is observ
with Six.0 and Stx,0. The explicit expressions forkAi

,

kBi
, etc., can be worked out, based on the dispersion r

tions ~2!, as

kAix
52bL , kBix

5gL , kCix
5bL ,

kAtx
52bR , kBtx

5gR , kCtx
5bR , ~8!

which give rise to the negative refraction conditions in ter
of optical parameters:

max$2bL ,gR%,kix,min$gL ,bR% ~9a!

for gL.gR or

max$gL ,2bR%,kix,min$bL ,gR% ~9b!

for gL,gR whereaL , bL , etc., are given by

aL(R)5@eL(R)cos2uL(R)1eL(R)8 sin2uL(R)#
1/2,

bL(R)5@eL(R)sin2uL(R)1eL(R)8 cos2uL(R)#
1/2,

gL(R)5
@eL(R)2eL(R)8 #sinuL(R)cosuL(R)

aL(R)
. ~10!

In terms of incident angle, the conditions for yielding neg
tive refraction become

maxH 2
p

2
,u0J ,u i,min$0,u2% ~11a!

for gL.gR or

max$0,u1%,u i,minH u0 ,
p

2 J ~11b!

for gL,gR , where the propagation direction of wave is d
fined based on the time-averaged Poynting vector, with, e
incident and refraction angles, denoted byu i andu t , given
by
11540
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u i5tan21
Six

Siz
, u t5tan21

Stx

Stz
. ~12!

u6 andu0 in Eqs.~11! are given by

u75H tan21S aL
22k6

2

6bRk62gLaL
D , bR,bL ,

6
p

2
, bR.bL ,

~13!

u055
tan21S aL

22k0
2

gRk02gLaL
D , ugRu,bL ,

2
p

2
, gR,2bL ,

p

2
, gR.bL ,

~14!

with

k65
@eLeL8~bL

22bR
2 !#1/26bRgLaL

bL
2

,

k05
@eLeL8~bL

22gR
2 !#1/21gRgLaL

bL
2

. ~15!

Notice thatu1>0 andu2<0.
As can be seen from Eqs.~11!, the occurrence of negativ

refraction does not require symmetry as proposed by Zh
et al.25 Nor does it require that both sides be uniaxia
anisotopic. It can actually arise over a range of incident an
at various interfaces associated with a uniaxial medium. T
case proposed by Zhanget al.25 is actually a particular ex-
ample to realize the negative refraction. For an interface
tween two isotropic media, however, due togL5gR50, nei-
ther Eq. ~9a! nor ~9b! can be satisfied, which recovers th
well-known fact that no negative refraction can be observ
at interfaces between conventional isotopic media with po
tive e andm.

Figure 2 shows the range of incident angleu i at which
negative refraction arises for a symmetric case~with uR

5p2uL , eR5eL , and eR85eL8) and a case where the me
dium on the left-hand side of the interface is isotropic (eL8
5eL). It is found that negative refraction can be obtain
over a range of incident angles in both cases. In Fig. 3,
range ofu i where the negative refraction occurs is display
as a function of anisotropy parameteru, defined by e8
5e(11u). It is found that as the anisotropy increases, o
can obtain a greater region for realizing negative refracti
Figure 4 shows the maximum bending angleub

max ~when
negative refraction arises! and the maximum incident angl
u i

max as a functionuL for a symmetric case of positive
uniaxial media. Hereu i

max represents the upper bound su
that negative refraction occurs. The bending angleub is de-
fined by

ub5u t2u i . ~16!
2-3
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Given optical parameters and the direction of the opti
axis, the maximum bending happens atkix50 for the sym-
metric case, suggesting

ub
max522 tan21S aLgL

bL
2 D . ~17!

From Fig. 4, it is found that the maximum values of bot
2ub

max andu i
max occur atuL away from 45°. The discrepanc

increases as the anisotropic parameteru deviates away
from 0.

The negative refraction discussed here finds its origin
the anisotropy. In an anisotropic medium, the direction of
time-averaged Poynting vectorS deviates from that of the
wave vectork. So, at the interface, the tangential comp
nents ofS and k, denoted, respectively, bySt and kt , can
have either the same or the opposite signs, depending o
value of kt as well as the orientation of the optical axis
anisotropic medium. If, under certain conditions, on the o
side of the interfacekt andSt have the same sign, while o
the other side of the interfacekt andSt have opposite signs
then becausekt should be continuous and have the same s
on both sides,St will exhibit opposite signs on differen
sides of the interface, leading to a manifestation of the ne
tive refraction. Figure 1 shows an example of negative
fraction at the interface, wherekix and Six have opposite
signs (kix,0 and Six.0) on the left-hand side, whilektx

FIG. 2. Negative refraction occurs when the incident angle
light locates between the dashed and solid lines for~a! a symmetric
case witheL5eR522, eL85eR852.252, anduL5180°2uR and~b! a
case witheL5eL85eR522, and eR852.252. The permittivities for
uniaxial medium used here resemble those for YVO4 ~Ref. 25!.
11540
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5kix andStx have the same sign on the right-hand side of
interface. From the analysis, it is concluded that the anis
ropy serves as a mechanism for the negative refraction
cussed here.

Now we turn to the problem of total transmission. A
extraordinary incident wave~with E field lying in the x-z
plane! can be written as

Ei5~Eixex1Eizez!e
ikixx1 ikizz2 ivt, ~18!

f
FIG. 3. Negative refraction arises when the incident angle

light locates between the dashed and solid lines for~a! a symmetric
case with eL5eR522, eL85eR85eL(11u), and uL5180°2uR

545° and ~b! a case witheL5eL85eR522, eR85eR(11u), and
uR5135°.

FIG. 4. The maximum incident angleu i
max ~which may cause

negative refraction! and the maximum bending angleub
max as a

function of uL for a symmetric case witheL5eR522, eL85eR8
52.252, anduR5180°2uL .
2-4
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NEGATIVE REFRACTION AND OMNIDIRECTIONAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 115402 ~2004!
with ex (ez) the unit vector in thex ~z! direction. The wave
equation

¹3¹3Ei2
v2

c2
ê•Ei50 ~19!

serves to determine the dispersion relation~2! as well as the
ratio ci5Eiz /Eix for a given value ofkix . As a result, the
electric fieldE and magnetic fieldH for the incident wave
are given by

Ei5Eix~ex1ciez!e
ikixx1 ikizz2 ivt, ~20a!

H i5
Eix

vm0
ey~kiz2cikix!eikixx1 ikizz2 ivt, ~20b!

whereci is worked out to be

ci52
2kiz

2 1aL
2

kixkiz2gLaL
. ~21!

The value ofkiz is uniquely determined by the dispersio
relation ~2! and the requirementSiz.0:

kiz5@aLgLkix1AeLeL8~bL
22kix

2 !#/bL
2 . ~22!

Similarly, the reflected and transmitted waves are

Er5Erx~ex1crez!e
ikixx1 ikrzz2 ivt, ~23a!

Hr5
Erx

vm0
ey~krz2crkix!eikixx1 ikrzz2 ivt ~23b!

and

Et5Etx~ex1ctez!e
ikixx1 iktzz2 ivt, ~24a!

Ht5
Etx

vm0
ey~krz2ctkix!eikixx1 iktzz2 ivt, ~24b!

where use has been made ofktx5krx5kix , andcr andct are
given by

cr52
2krz

2 1aL
2

kixkrz2gLaL
, ct52

2ktz
2 1aR

2

kixktz2gRaR
, ~25!

with the value ofkrz (ktz) uniquely determined by the dis
persion relation~2! andSrz,0 (Stz.0):

krz5@aLgLkix2AeLeL8~bL
22kix

2 !#/bL
2 ,

ktz5@aRgRkix1AeReR8 ~bR
22kix

2 !#/bR
2 . ~26!

Let r 5Erx /Eix andt5Etx /Eix . On applying the standard
boundary conditions

~Ei1Er !3ez5Et3ez , ~27a!

~H i1Hr !3ez5Ht3ez , ~27b!

one has

r 2t1150, ~27c!
11540
qrr 2qtt1qi50, ~27d!

where Eq.~27c! originates from Eq.~27a!, while Eq. ~27d!
comes from Eq.~27b!. The coefficientsqi , qr , and qt are
worked out to be

qi5A eLeL8

bL
22kix

2
,

qr52A eLeL8

bL
22kix

2
,

qt5A eReR8

bR
22kix

2
, ~28!

where use has been made of Eqs.~22! and ~26!.
The necessary and sufficient condition of total transm

sion (r 50) is therefore

qi5qt . ~29!

With the use of Eq.~28!, the conditions foromnidirectional
total transmission~total refraction irrespective of the value o
kix) can be explicitly written as

eLeL85eReR8 ,

eLsin2uL1eL8cos2uL5eRsin2uR1eR8cos2uR . ~30!

It is therefore concluded that the omnidirectional total tra
mission is not limited to the symmetric case. It can be o
tained at a variety of interfaces between uniaxial media a
also, at the interface between the isotropic medium a
uniaxial medium, since Eq.~30! can be satisfied with a suit
able choice ofeL(R) , eL(R)8 , anduL(R) . In the following, we
discuss some simple cases.

When both media are isotropic, fromeL5eL8 , eR5eR8 ,
bL

25eL , andbR
25eR , it follows that the condition for total

transmission, Eq.~29!, is satisfied if and only if

ktzeL2kizeR50, ~31!

which holds only when the angle of incidence is equal
Brewster’s angle. Actually, the conditions for omnidire
tional total transmission, Eqs.~30!, require, for the interface
between isotropic media,eL5eR , which reduces to the
trivial homogeneous system without an interface. The wa
is not refracted at all, although totally transmitted. Omni
rectional total refraction cannot occur at the interface
tween isotropic media.

The simplest case to realize omnidirectional total tra
mission is the symmetric case, as proposed in Ref. 25, wh
uR5p2uL , eR5eL , and eR85eL8 lead straightforwardly to
Eqs. ~30! One thus realizes omnidirectional total refractio
as proposed and experimentally demonstrated in Ref. 25

When the medium on the left-hand side of the interface
isotropic while that on the right-hand side is uniaxially a
isotropic, one haseL85eL , and the conditions for omnidirec
tional total refraction, Eqs.~30!, reduce to
2-5
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ZHENG LIU, ZHIFANG LIN, AND S.T. CHUI PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 115402 ~2004!
eL5AeReR8 , cos 2uR5
AeR2AeR8

AeR1AeR8
. ~32!

As a result, with a suitable arrangement of the optical axis
the uniaxial medium and selection of an isotropic medi
with appropriate permittivity, omnidirectional total transmi
sion can also occur at the interface between isotropic
uniaxial media. Figure 5 displays the refraction angleu t as a
function of incident angleu i for the case witheR522, eR8
52.252, anduR , eL5eL8 given by Eqs.~32!. The permittiv-

FIG. 5. Refraction angleu t vs incident angleu i for the case with
eR522, eR852.252, and uR , eL85eL given by Eq.~32!, showing
that besides omnidirectional total refraction, negative refrac
may also occur, over a range of incident angle, at the interf
between isotopic and uniaxial media.
po

.

n-
.

,

M

11540
f

d

ity of the uniaxial medium resembles those for YVO4 as in
Ref. 25. It is seen that apart from omnidirectional total
fraction, negative refraction also arises, over a range of in
dent angle, at the interface between isotropic and unia
media.

To summarize, we have presented a systematic theore
analysis of the conditions for yielding negative refraction
well as omnidirectional total transmission at planar interfa
between uniaxial media. It is found that both negative refr
tion and omnidirectional total refraction can occur at a wi
variety of interfaces associated with a uniaxial medium.
particular, both phenomena can arise at the interface betw
an isotropic medium and a uniaxial medium, adding cons
erably to the flexibility in potential device applications in th
field of, e.g., high-power optics, where steering light witho
reflection could be rather valuable. A frequency-select
omnidirectional total transmission device may also be
rived based on the unique property by selecting a disper
uniaxial medium and suitably arranging its optical axis su
that Eqs.~32! are satisfied at a certain frequency. Finally, it
worth pointing out that the analysis here also applies~with
some minor revisions! to ballistic electrons. With the condi
tions similar to Eqs.~11! and ~30!, one can design negativ
refraction and omnidirectional total transmission interfac
to provide bending, angular dispersion, energy filtering, a
beam collimating for electrons in semiconductor ballis
electron devices.

Z.L. thanks Dr. Yong Zhang for making his paper ava
able prior to publication. This work was supported in part
CNKBRSF and CNNSF.
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